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International Explorers of Mahendra – Team 2 

21.11.2018 – 26.11.2018 

 

Ten students and two staff of Mahendra Engineering Colleges undertook a 

second International visit to UAE from 21/Nov/2018 to 26/Nov/2018 organized by 

Mahendra Education Trust. 

The Purpose of this trip is to give exposure to our students on the latest trends in 

international higher education, Technology, automation in manufacturing, life style, 

and trends of world standards. 

The students were also given exposure on culture, nature, arts, heritage and History 

of Middle East region. 
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The visits include a one day engagement at Ajman University, Ajman, UAE comprises 

of Infrastructure visits, Lab facilities, visit to exhibits, class rooms, interactions, 

discussions, and social time with the staff and students.  The students Met Dean of 

Engineering and few faculty members as well as taken to the campus tour by the 

International affairs department. 

Students learnt lot many things on higher studies, evaluation process, Employment 

opportunities in UAE, and asked many questions to get their knowledge updated.  
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Visiting Ajman University , Ajman, UAE on 21.11.2018 

The next day 22st, Nov. The team visited Abudhabi and vitnessed the marvelous 

architectures of Grand mosque of Abu dhabi , Palm jumeirah, a man made palm like 

island landscape, Dubai Arab tower and learnt the cost and technology involved in 

such huge architectures and how these infrastructure develop the economy of UAE 

and the tourism. 

The third day 23nd Nov. Our students got opportunities to join the Alumni meet 

gathered at UAE by illustrious Alumni of Mahendra Institutions who work at UAE in 

various capacities. The talk by Alumni motivated the visiting students and the 

interaction lasted long on technical, economical and many wide areas. Mahendra 

Educational trust organized this event and hosted the event with lunch at Caravan 

restaurant Burdubai.  
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Alumni Meet at Sharjah, UAE on 23.11.2018 

The fourth day 24th dawn was seen by the team from the world’s tallest building ‘Al 

burj Kalifa’ the team spent a meaningful time there and continued their sightseeing 

until afternoon.  The team, visited ‘Al Tajir’ Glass Factory and had a detailed know 

how of glass vessel making from raw materials to packing for sales.  

The evening sunset was witnessed by the team in the deserts of UAE with lot of fun 

and thrill activates lasted until dinner at the sand dunes. 

The fifth day 25th November went well with visiting to dubai malls to various activities 

including, Visiting the gigantic underwater world aquarium, and shopping. 

The students learnt a lot many novel and first in life time experience that enhanced 

their attitude, elegance, and personality.  

Every member of the team thanked the College and Mahendra Educational trust for 

organizing this trip and everyone is willing to join the next trip without fail. 

Prepared: Dr.Andrews, Dr.Dhavamani.  
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